Interviewee: What inspired you to pick production aside from a production that already
scripted?
Joshua Waterstone: Well, I knew that going through 2016 we had a lot going on in current
events and politics.
Interviewee: Is this your first show that you are participating in the stage portion of it as well as
being on stage?
Amber Shuping: Yes, this is the first show that I have worked both backstage and on stage.
Interviewee: How would you describe the backstage in comparison to being on stage?
Amber Shuping: Completely different, but I feel like you need to understand being backstage
and being on stage to know what kind of work they both put in.
Isaiah Phifer: When I heard about this I was like, Wow this making of this play centered around
what I like to do, so I is a very humbling experience. I would like to say that I am very humbled
and privileged and honored that I get to be in this play and get to share my musical talent with
you guys.
Jefferson Fortner: This one came along I said, okay their gonna write the play as they go it
sounds fun it sounds like it be a good challenge let me try and fit it in my schedule now. So I
came to talk to josh and auditioned and he called me back.
Mondonna Deldgie: I think we’ve done a good job at elevating all the different sides and
understanding peoples point of view and we’ve gotten a better understand of each other and a
compassion of people over all and I think it’s always good to create that understanding.
Jordan Pinnix: Just keep an open mind when you come to see it. Your view my not necessarily
be represented and maybe they are and maybe you’ll learn something new about, you know a
religion and sexual or what not than you would originally assume so just kinda leave all
assumptions all your thoughts at the door.

Mondonna Deldgie: Diverse
Jordan Pinnix: I don’t know we’ve kinda become like a quilt.
Amber Shuping: I guess just, America
Jefferson Fortner: This is fun
Joshua Waterstone: By watching a collage of America which is basically the second name to
our show. That they get some different idea and different perspectives and that they think about
where are we at, where do we want to be, what is America and what is the America we dream
of?

